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Often the classification of sport skills has been described with a single dimensional continuum ranging from one extreme to another. The most cited classification system used for developing sport skills deal with the stability of the environmental context ranging from closed to open skills. (Magill, 2007, p. 11)

In closed sport skills the environment is stable and the performer acts upon or initiates the movement. In volleyball, the serve is a good example of a closed sport skill.

At the other end of the continuum are open sport skills where there is variability in the unstable environment. With open skills, variability of movement can be based on the movement of the performer, an object, or both. The spike is an excellent example of an open sport skill since there are so many variables involved with the performance of the skill.

When teaching volleyball skills, one should consider the open/closed dimension when setting up instructional and practice conditions. However, because of the complex nature of most motor skills, Gentile (2000) proposed a two-dimensional classification system for teaching motor skills.

Since motor skills range from simple to complex, Gentile expanded the popular one dimensional classification system to include the environmental context of closed and open skills, along with the function of the action of the skill.

The purpose of this article is to present Gentile’s taxonomy of motor tasks, and to specifically illustrate the taxonomy for developing the complex skill of spiking.

Gentile’s taxonomy consists of two general categories called the environmental context and the function of action. These two general characteristics are further broken down into four other characteristics to comprise 16 different skill categories.

When first considering the environmental context of volleyball skills, one must determine the relevant features that determine the type of movement necessary for the skill to be performed. According to Gentile (2000) these relevant features or “regulatory conditions” can include objects and/or other people in the environment.

Regulatory conditions have a direct effect on one’s movement. For an example of how regulatory conditions affect one’s movement, consider the flight of a served volleyball and how that “regulates” how the serve receiver must move to pass the ball successfully. Regulatory conditions in the environment may be either stationary, “closed sport skills” or in motion, open sport skills. The server would be an example of performing a closed skill, whereas the serve receiver would be an example of performing an open skill.
Regulatory conditions may change from trial to trial or be constant. For example, a served ball from a serving machine could produce the same type of serve each time, thus no intertrial variability for the serve receiver. However, if a teammate was told to serve different types of serves each time, this would provide intertrial variability providing a more difficult movement requirement.

The second part of Gentile’s taxonomy deals with the function of the action, which includes body orientation and object manipulation. Body orientation includes body stability or body transport, while manipulation of an object is present or absent.

Skills that require body transport and object manipulation are more complex than no body transport and no object manipulation since more variables are involved for a successful skill attempt.

“When the learner must manipulate an object, the skill increases in complexity because the person must do two things at once. The learner must manipulate the object correctly, and adjust the body posture to fit the efficient movement of the object” (Adams, 199, p.35).

If body transport is involved, it makes the skill even more difficult. Jump serving is a good example of a complex skill requiring both body transport and object manipulation.

Table 1 (next page) provides an overview with the combination of the four possible environmental features along with the four possible function of the actions to create 16 different movement categories. The complexity of the skills becomes more difficult as a performer moves from the top left box (the simplest skill) to the lower right-handed box (the most complex skill).

Since spiking is one of the most complex skills of volleyball, that skill will be broken down to the 16 different categories to illustrate how the taxonomy can be used for teaching skill progression from simple to complex

Table 1 (next page) provides an overview with the combination of the four possible environmental features along with the four possible function of the actions to create 16 different movement categories. The complexity of the skills becomes more difficult as a performer moves from the top left box (the simplest skill) to the lower right-handed box (the most complex skill).

Since spiking is one of the most complex skills of volleyball, that skill will be broken down to the 16 different categories to illustrate how the taxonomy can be used for teaching skill progression from simple to complex.

The taxonomy also provides a systematic progression of functionally appropriate activities, and it allows for charting individual progress of players as they work towards specific performance goals. (Magill, 2007, p.30)

As previously mentioned, this article looked at the two areas formed from Gentile’s taxonomy: the environmental context and the function of action. These two dimensions include four separate conditions, creating 16 different categories.

Since spiking is such a complex skill, it is used to illustrate how the taxonomy works. Spiking is broken down into the 16 possible progressions for learning the skill in a practice setting ranging from simple to complex.

This same development of progressions could be created for other volleyball skills, such as the forearm pass, the set, the serve, the dig and the block. Proper progression for the development of all the basic skills of volleyball will help insure proper teaching, learning, and practice conditions for players.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Context</th>
<th>No Manipulation</th>
<th>Manipulation</th>
<th>No Manipulation</th>
<th>Manipulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stationary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Intertrial Variability</strong></td>
<td>1. Standing on a stand in one place, practicing the arm swing without a ball.</td>
<td>2. Standing on a stand in one place, practicing the arm swing hitting a ball out of coach's hand.</td>
<td>3. Practice the entire spiking approach without a ball</td>
<td>4. Practice the entire spiking approach, hitting a ball out of the coach's hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stationary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intertrial Variability</strong></td>
<td>5. Standing on a stand in one place, practicing different types of arm swings for different types of outside hits, without a ball.</td>
<td>6. Standing on a stand in one place, practicing different types of arm swings for different types of hits with a ball.</td>
<td>7. Practicing the entire spiking approach, practice different types of arm swings for different types of hits without a ball</td>
<td>8. Practicing the entire spiking approach, practice different types of arm swings for different types of hits, hitting a ball out of the coach's hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Motion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Intertrial Variability</strong></td>
<td>9. Hitter placed on a stand at the net in the outside hitting area, practicing cross court shot without the ball against a stationary block.</td>
<td>10. Hitter placed on a stand at the net in outside hitting area, practicing cross court shot hitting the ball against a stationary block.</td>
<td>11. Hitter mock approaches from the outside hitting area, practicing cross court shot against a stationary block.</td>
<td>12. Hitter approaches from the outside hitting area, practicing a cross court shot against a stationary block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Motion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intertrial Variability</strong></td>
<td>13. Hitter is placed on stand in various positions along the net, due to various types of sets, practicing the arm swing w/o ball against live blockers</td>
<td>14. Hitter is placed on stand in various positions along the net, due to different type of sets, practicing the arm swings hitting the ball against live blockers</td>
<td>15. From serve receive, the hitter practices various mock hitting approaches against live blockers.</td>
<td>16. From serve receive, the hitter passes the ball and then comes in for various types of hits against live blockers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Incoming**
from Volleyball Skills and Drills, AVCA (2006)

Number of Players: 6-9
Number of Balls: Steady supply.

**Purpose:**
To teach hitters to watch an incoming ball and determine whether to use a pass and hit fast or no pass and hit fast response.

**Instructions:**
1. Set up two lines of three hitters (X) on one side of the net with a setter (S) in proper setting position. A coach (C) positions on the opposite side of the net.
2. The coach throws the ball over the net to the first player in either line.
3. The first person in Line 2 uses the appropriate footwork patter to hit the ball.
   a. If the coach threw the ball to Line 1, the hitter in Line 2 shuffles and hits (no pass and hit fast).
   b. If the coach threw the ball to Line 2, the hitter in Line 2 passes and goes into the approach (pass and hit fast).

In either case, the first player in Line 1 rotates to the end of the hitting line.

**Coaching Points:**
The ability to make split-second decisions is what separates the truly great hitters from the mediocre ones.

**Variations:**
1. This drill can also be done on the right side.
2. Blockers can be added.

---

**Line/Crosscourt Attack Competition**
from Volleyball Drills for Champions, Mary Wise, editor

Number of Players: 12
Number of Balls: Steady supply.
Equipment Needed: Tape or cones to mark zone areas as shown in diagram.

**Purpose:**
To enhance the attackers’ efficiency of hitting line and crosscourt.

**Instructions:**
1. Two attackers start at their assumed positions – attacker 1 (A1) at left front and attacker 2 (A2) at right front.
2. Two setters start at their positions on same sides of net (S1 and S2).
3. Two tossers start at their positions, T1 and T2.
4. Drill is initiated when T1 tosses ball to S1, who then sets A1, who proceeds to hit line or crosscourt (coach’s choice).
5. After A1 attacks, T2 initiates T2’s ball, which is followed by the same progression.
6. Tossers alternate until each attacker has had 15 attacks.
7. Scores (SC) count the number of balls that were hit into the designated zone by each attacker. Attacker who hits the most balls into the designated area is considered the winner.

In either case, the first player in Line 1 rotates to the end of the hitting line.

**Coaching Points:**
1. Finish arm and hand toward the intended target.
2. Transition back into hitting position after each attack

**Variations:**
1. To increase difficulty:
   a. Narrow area of the attack zone
   b. Alternate hitting one ball line and the next crosscourt
   c. Coach gives verbal signal of the line or crosscourt just prior to attacker’s contact.
2. To decrease difficulty:
   * Widen area of attack zone

---

**Three-Man Weave**
from Complete Conditioning for Volleyball
by Al Scates and Mike Linn

Number of Players: 5-12
Number of Balls: 6 balls and one ball cart.

**Purpose:**
To develop change of direction and quick short sprints using an anaerobic drill.

**Instructions:**
1. Three players line up in the middle of the court on the end line.
2. The tosser has a cart of balls and is position at the middle of the net. The tosser throws the first player a ball high and toward the far corner.
3. That player must run and set the ball high, back to one of the two target players stationed b the net antenna. As soon as the tosser throws the ball and the first player releases, another ball is tossed in the opposite direction of the next player in line.
4. The third player runs for a toss, and then, without breaking the rhythm, the players eave back and forth on the end line.

**Coaching Points:**
The tosser should vary tosses slightly to keep players spaced. Depending on the speed of the players, tosses can go farther or lower to increase the demand on the athletes. The drill can be performed for a designated time or a designated number of perfect sets.
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